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Strategic Infrastructure Investment
for Robust Economic Growth

Members &
Sponsors

Founded in 1987, CG/LA
Infrastructure is a purpose
driven organization that creates
long-term value in the world’s
infrastructure markets. The
Inaugural Eurasia Strategic
Infrastructure Leadership
Forum will be co-hosted
alongside the European
Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD) and the
Government of Netherlands
Ministry of Infrastructure and
Water Management in Malaga,
Spain at the Grand Miramar
Hotel on December 11-13, 2019.

Co-Hosts

The Forum will convene over
250 infrastructure experts and
decision makers from across
Eurasia and the Southern &
Eastern Mediterranean (SEMED)
regions - including Egypt,
Jordan, Lebanon,Morocco,
Tunisia, and West Bank/
Gaza - to discuss strategic
infrastructure projects under
the overall theme, “Strategic
Infrastructure Investment for

Robust Economic Growth”, and
sub-themes:
1.

Strategic Value in Projects

2.

Innovative Technology

3.

Improved Sustainability

Building on CG/LA Infrastructure’s
“Strategic 100” Projects Selection
Process”, Eurasia and the
Mediterranean’s top infrastructure
projects for 2019 will be presented
and hosted on the second day of
the Leadership Forum. Offering
business opportunities in the
next 3-18 months, these projects
will lead to tremendous business
opportunities for financial,
equipment and technology,
engineering and construction
firms, along with the public
sector. Projects presented
include surface transportation,
water and wastewater, new and
traditional energy, urban mass
transportation, oil & energy,
ports & logistics, and digital
infrastructure.

Strategic Members

Strategic
Global Host
Platinum Sponsors

Strategic
Project Member

Supporting
Organizations

Agenda
Wednesday, December 11 | AM
Leadership Forum University [Invitation Only]
Designed specifically for project owners and developers, the Leadership Forum University brings
together the sharpest minds in the infrastructure industry. Experts and project alumni deliver
seminars, share best practices, and discuss proven solutions and upcoming trends so that owners
can build knowledge and capacity across the project development lifecycle, as well as share their own
successes and challenges.

Wednesday, December 11 | PM
Knowledge and Insights Into The Region
The first day of the forum focuses on the building insights and discussing strategies around the key
themes of the Forum: (1) Strategic Value in Projects; (2) Innovative Technology; and (3) Improved
Sustainability. The day will also include Keynotes from experts in the field. Sessions will be held in
parallel tracks and will be similar to those below:
•

Technologies Driving Growth: Drones, Autonomous Vehicles, & Artificial Intelligence

•

Making Megaprojects Work — Key Lessons

•

Infrastructure and Sustainable Development Goals

•

Approaches for Increased Value Creation in Infrastructure Projects

•

Rethinking Infrastructure Project Development From An End Users Perspective

The day will conclude with the Welcoming Reception for all attendees and VIP guests.

Thursday, December 12
Projects and Business Development
In addition to continued sessions on innovation, sustainability and value creation, the second day
focuses on the strategic projects as highlighted on our Strategic100 Infrastructure Project List and
Report. Project panels will be held in parallel tracks and will be focused on:
•

Top Strategic Infrastructure Projects

•

Top Surface Transportation Projects

•

Top Rail Projects

•

Top Energy Projects

•

Top Airport Projects

•

Top Water Projects

The day will also include Project of the Year Awards in the afternoon , as well as our Private Meeting
Reception in the evening. The Private Meeting Reception allows for attendees to schedule private,
individual meetings with the project owners, members, and sponsors.

Friday, December 13
Site Visits
Participants will have the opportunity to visit to one of two key infrastructure project locations in
Malaga. These site can be either active construction sites, established ports or railways, technology
hubs, or any other site that symbolize the infrastructure advancement of the area.

